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Why I liked Hell (Heck) Week this year
by Julia Alexander

taskmistresses, or sympathetic juniors,
or just because they were involved in
some aspect of the week. This year, I got
to know both upperclasswomen and
frosh, between being a soph rep and an
"antagonist." Asa soph rep, I had to talk
to lots of people, both to get lizards, and
to get their opinions on how Hell Week
should be run. As an antagonist, I had a
frosh I had only seen in passing before, as

slut from hell. It was fun. Not something
I might do again, but fun...We also took
I like Hell Week. I liked it as a sophothe chance of Brecon's formal dinner on
more "antagonist," but I also loved it as a
Thursday night to wear togas to the meal.
frosh. Over the past week or two, with all
This is the sophs, you know, and not the
of the complaints about Hell Week, and
frosh. Papering doors...and windows,
all of the people saying they were fundaand anything else we could find, acting
mentally opposed to the very idea of Hell
silly in general, and all that sort of thing...
Week, I have stopped to examine my
I think it's good to realize that even
reasons for liking it as well as I do. I
though we're all great academics, bound
found, to no particular
for terribly serious casurprise, that I do have a
reers, we can have the
Overall, the only complaint I hod from Brecon...
lot of good reasons for
freedom to be a little bit
liking Hell Week. The xoas that we had more of a "heck week" than a Hell
silly. Even the upperclasswomen.
biggest of these is probaWeek. And I don't think that's such a bad idea.
But the main thing
bly Flower Day, but
there are more reasons
about Hell Week is
to like Hell Week, and I would have liked well as one from my floor, and I took the Flower Day. Part of the good of Flower
it as a frosh even if it had not ended as it time to get to know them a little better, Day is the whole surprise party aspect,
did, but then I'm that sort of person. I like both before and after Hell Week.
where close to a thousand people manmaking a fool of myself, and here were a
Another of the reasons Hike Hell Week age to plan a surprise, and, at least for me
group of women ready to HELP me. is that it gives everyone a chance to act a and my friends, it stayed a surprise
Wow!
little more weird than usual, and to be, or through the end. I know how hard that is,
One of the most important aspects of at least look like, a person they normally and I felt truly cared for, that everyone
Hell Week is the way it brings the classes wouldn't get the chance to imitate. At who had gone before me could take the
together. I met many of my upperclass- least this is how my friends and I looked effort to do something that big, just for
woman friends during Hell Week of my at it. Of course for Brecon's game show me. (And the rest of my class, of course.)
frosh year, because of them being my (which replaced trials), I dressed up as a continued on page 3

Want to join a
committee?

Smalltown Politics
in Costa Rica

by Krishna Orchard-Hays

by Erika Merschrod

I'm just not having any fun these days.
It's a strange thing. Could I have inadvertently offended all three of my outspoken, diverse friends? Am I wandering around the wrong corners of campus? Did some malevolent snow-god
throw a hex on me?
Luckily, a pit-stop perusal of the latest
SGA minutes has provided revelation.
Of course! The solution screeches from
every bulletin board, mailbox stuffer and
newspaper and I've never even noticed.
No wonder I'm so out it, so on the fringe
of things. No wonder I haven't raced
down Merion Green, marveling at my
supreme, hip, happiness. I'm not on any
committees! Not even a paltry food
committee or student council. No titles
march after my name. I'm not an advocate or a co-president or a representative
or a member or a recording secretary. I
don't attend review boards, delegations,
associations, conventions, or retreats.
And here I've been wasting my time on
futile self-improvement projects when I
could be doing something really meaningful, like writing budget proposals or
filling out surveys, not to mention constructing plenary resolutions.
Yes, it all makes sense to me now. It's
time I stepped into the nineties and
embraced this wonderful, motley world
of committee clutter. After all, it's the
fashionable thing to do. Who these days
is known by simply their given name or
surname? Wouldn't it be much more
glamorous to be hailed as a chairperson
or even... president? And why read a
continued on page

A couple of weekends ago I was in
sunny Ithaca, ostensibly to visit a certain
institution of higher learning but also
hoping to catch up on gossip from Costa
Rica. I haven't been back in about three
years, and the thought of Costa Rica in
February was, well, pleasant to say the
least. Cahuita, the moon rise at Irazu,
that strange little place in Puntarenas
where Karen and I gulped down screwdrivers.. . just hearing about it was enough
to send my pulse racing. What made me
hit my target heart rate, though, were the
imminent elections.
Elections in Costa Rica are really spectacular. It was always so easy to get caught
up in things and forget that I couldn't
vote there even if I had been of voting
age! There are speeches and parades and
demonstrations and so much confetti that
it looks like snow. If on Sunday you don't
make that purple thumb print, you just
aren't very cool. People care because they
know their vote, that THEIRS is going to
be the tie breaker. And in this election, it
almost came down to that. Jose Maria
Figueres Olsen beat the runner-up,
Miguel Angel Rodriguez by a mere 2.2%,
and in a country with a voting population of 1.8 million (15 million of whom
voted this time), that is very small indeed.
The Associated Press described the
campaign as acrimonious, and indeed
there was much gossip and accusation
from every side. (If you think gossip at
Bryn Mawr is bad, picture an entire
country with a population much smaller
continued on page

Volunteer for the Housing
Improvement Project

by jenn hogan

*

The entitlements conference heightened theawarenessof manyinbi-college
community that the "war on poverty" is
not working. Generations of people are
living on welfare, knowing that if they
try to support themselves with a job,
they will lose their health coverage. All
of these important government leaders
from the President to senators to bureaucrats came to the conference to argue
over different band-aid solutions. One is
left with little faith in the government's
ability to solve these towering social
problems. Maybe more and more people
are seeing that if they want something
done, they will have to take more responsibility for these problems.
In the midst of this frustrated inspiration the bi-college group, HIP-Housing
Improvement Project, got off to a delayed start because of the snow and ice.
This group, formerly known as CCIP or
Chester Community Improvement Proj-

ect, is for students who want to work
renovating transitional housing, painting and cleaning homeless and battered
women shelters, and working on urban
homesteading projects. At the moment,
HIP members work on Friday afternoons,
but soon additional dates will be added
on Saturday mornings and possibly
Thursday afternoons. Basically, any student interested in housing concerns can
go. The van leaves from behind the Bryn
Mawr Campus Center at 1:20 and from
Stokes Bay at 1:30.
The organization that HIP works
through is called the Community Action
Agency of Delaware County (CAA). It is
the largest poverty fighting agency in
Delaware County. The group works primarily in Chester, a city only 30 minutes
from the affluent Main Line, that is considered one of the most distressed urban
areas in the country. CAA runs several
shelters, counseling services, job retraining, day care centers, transitional housing, and urban homesteading programs
continued on page

In this issue's centerspread...
BLACK HISTORY MONTH
African -American women speak
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iDlTORIAt
On Hell Week and Plenary
Welcome to Bryn Mawr, class of 1997!
You have been through Hell Week—congratulations! This tradition has been controversial for years, and while many people
enjoy it a lot and don't want it to change, others cannot reconcile
the problems they have with it. We had hoped to publish views
from both sides of the controversy now that Hell Week has
happened, but unfortunately we received only two articles
about it, both from people who like the tradition. We encourage
those with different ideas to write for us too, so that there can
be a balance of perspectives and all sides can be heard.
In 1991, the first Hell Week Committee was formed, and published their suggestions for altering Hell Week in the February
21 issue of The College News. Alisa Conner '94 said in the article,
"The idea that anyone would ask me to give up my power in
myself was ludicrous to me. And yet I saw people around me
who didn't seem sure of this at all. I saw too much anxiety, and
stress, and fear— so many of us were so willing to do exactly
what we were told to. Hell Week seems to create a situation in
which freshwomen forget that they do in fact have control over
themselves." Three Hell Weeks later, many of the committee's
suggestions have been implemented, but some of the same
sentiments exist. On the other hand, there is still support for
Hell Week, as Emma Wegner '97 wrote on the Merion comment
board: "It would really be a shame to deprive future classes of
the wonderful surproises and secret of Flower Day. When I
received my bouquet and lizards, I felt such a love and sense of
community for Bryn Mawr that I shall remember it all my life."
However, at Plenary this year there is a strong possibility that
Hell Week will change again.
A word about Plenary: we will be voting on a lot of resolutions, which we will find out about this week. With the new
SGA Constitutional Convention over last Sunday, the preliminary business resolutions are decided already, and Plenary will
address only the issues brought by the community. Show up,
eat food, bring work, just go and be there for those who have
gone to the trouble to write resolutions. It's only once a year!
-Elizabeth and Stacy
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The deadline for the next issue of The College News is Friday, February
25, 1994 at midnight. Letters and articles should be sent to our mailbox
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on mac or IBM disk (3.5"); disks will be returned via campus mail (we
promise). We will accept articles and letters written by women and letters
written by men. All opinions expressed in articles or letters are those of the
author only, and are nrepresentative of those of the editorial board. Come
to Thursday night meetings at 8pm in the Denbigh office above the
language lab or call one of the editors if you are interested m contributing
to the paper.
STATEMENT OF PURPOSE: The College Newt is a feminist
newsjournal which serves as a source of information and
self-expression for the Bryn Mawr community. Recognizing that
feminism is a collective process, we attempt to explore issues of
interest to all women, both as members of this college and of the
larger world community. Through this continuing dialogue, we
seek to promote communication and understanding and to foster
self-confidence and independence in expression.

An alumna fondly
recalls Hell Week
by Ellen Brundige '93
"Things heard, things seen, things
done." — The Eleusinian Mysteries
It is the third Friday after winter break,
10:20 at night, and Pem East's floors are
shaking. The lights are out, and there is
frantic whispering in the hallway, and
indigo, green and pale blue lights play
across the walls and waiting faces. I am
running down a darkened wooden hallway that thundersa protest as it has done
for many years now. My roommate and
closest friend, laughing maniacally, is
pelting down the stairs in her pyjamas,
clutching a stuffed animal—a lobster, I
think. Women are chanting, and there
are lanterns everywhere, and laughter,
and my baffled classmates have stopped
somewhere behind Angela and me. But
the senior leading is not some fiendish
aerobics instructor, only Vicki Mc Manus, and she is smiling as she puffs to a
halt and gestures at an archway covered
in newspaper. Angela and I grin at each
other, without even slowing down—too
many weird things have happened for a
wall of paper to stop us now— and we
barrel through, right into the arms of
several friends and a faceful of serpentine. Kelly Farelly '92 and Kimi Kindya
'90 are standing on the tables with cameras, and Kim Wigmore '90 shoves a
basket of flowers in Angela's face and
Allison "Fish" Fisk '92 gives me mine
and we're swooped up in a group hug by
the Doublestar/Elsinore/ zany crowd
en masse. Even the alums have come
back to congratulate us. We find ourselves escorted by a conveyor belt of
hugs to Erdman back smoker (I know I
had gotten my lantern by that time but I
don't know how) to kitten pile and sing
silly songs and write Elsinore and listen
to Kimi's Queen impersonations until
three in the morning.
The floors are thundering again, and I
am standing by a doorway, my lantern at
my feet, glaring at my classmates who
cannot be quiet for even five seconds.
Why am I so jittery? It's just the tension
getting to me. They'll be here any second.
My ankle still aches from the fall I took
rushing to Rhoads to make sure I could
be there for my other friends. But I was
there waiting with flowers in my arms
and a smile and a hug for my dear ones
when the time came.
lam crying in the Erdman back smoker

on a Wednesday night for no good reason at all. One of my frosh has decided
not to participate, and I'm so glad she
said so rather than putting herself
through something she wouldn't enjoy.
And yet... I wanted so sincerely for her to
have as much fun as I'd had. I'd worked
so hard to think of things that would be
wacky and crazy, too silly to be anything
more than one, long, confusing, but
wildly entertaining game. Why, no matter how hard we try, does it go so badly
for some people? And how can we justify
doing all this, no matter how precious an
experience it is for many, if a few get
hurt?
I don't know. Done right, it is the Eleusinian mysteries crossed with charades,
shenanigans, and Bryn Ma wr's infamous
puns. Done right, it leaves the echo of
laughter that is warming me tonight, as I
sit wistfully in a chilly Boston apartment,
red lantern glowing softly on the mantelpiece of a fireplace that I'm not allowed
to light (ah, Pem East, I miss you) while
I carefully thread my way through a pile
of yarn, paper and memories. It was a
strange feeling last year when I took
them down from my beautiful stained
glass door in Merion. They will hang in
my room tonight, although I cannot hang
them outside my door anymore. Love
and warmth of old friends surrounds me
again.
I don't know what to say about Hell
Week. I know that this year, like every
year, some people are so upset that they
have locked themselves in their rooms
and are considering a transfer. And what
right have we to have done this to our
own friends? Is the community mindfucking really a gesture of love? My friend
who did not participate as a frosh became an excellent soph rep the next year,
making it one of East's best Hell Weeks
ever. Perhaps it can work, give the right
people. But I've also seen it go wrong
with the best intentions and hurt people
I loved very much.
I wish I was there tonight, to hug every
last one of you, my daughter class. I wish
I could make Bryn Mawr as magical an
experience for you as it was for me, and
especially to make sure that no one forgets for a moment that fun is the point of
this entire mad masquerade. Hold on to
your friends, remember how powerful a
thing deserved trust can be, don't forget
to laugh, and may all your hell weeks
end in flowers.

Don't forget to go to Plenary and be
counted—tSaturday, February 19th in
Goodhart is your chance to show your public
spirit, support student decisionmaking, and
be there for the events campus cynics will be
satirizing for months!
■
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Committee clutter?
^L

continued from page 1

novel when I could engage in meaningful, non confrontational debate on, say
the new gummy bear dispensers in the
dining halls? It's a revolutionary idea.
No wonder I haven't found anyone to
converse with recently. The masses have
diverged into different committee panels. That's where all the social interaction
takes place. That's where all the latest
gossip comes to light. Rumor has it some
meetings even furnish refreshments.
What could be better?
Now that I've been properly enlightened, I blush at my naivete1 and lack of
foresight. What a fragile, carefully constructed process having fun is. But I'm
willing, even eager to join the ranks. In
fact, I've designed a proposal for a new
student committee I think everyone on
campus could benefit from. Although it
still lacks an official name, I am tentatively calling it the Student Social Satisfaction Committee. This able association
of dedicated underclasswomen would
insure that the leisure needs of the student body were being met. Committee
members could decide how many hours,
within what boundaries, and under what
regulations Mawrters could indulge in
their non-academic leisure. A
constitution could be written. Special,
all-inclusive guidelines could be established to insure fairness and equanimity
for all classes. Incoming first year students could take part in an intensive
leisure training workshop during Customs Week. Perhaps they could be introduced to the different committees and
panels at the same time and sign up for
the ones of their choice. And those students who have strong moral aversions
to goofing off, of course would not have
to participate...
Ihaveconfidencethat with these innovations, my own and my fellow
Mawrters' social world will become a
stream li ned, cohesive and carefully structured whole, free of nasty spontaneity or
simplicity. It could work! In the words of
Alexis de Tocqueville, "Americans of all
ages, all stations in life and all types of
disposition are forever forming associations," and I want to be at the forefront of
the action.
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Twas the Saturday
before Plenary
and all through the
college
all the students
were stuffing their
heads with new
knowledge.
For tomorrow the
campus would assemble in
Goodheart,
for voting and
chatting and taking
a part.

Plenary is 1
pm to 4 pm
on Sunday,
February 20.
Be there.

Scandals, rumors, personalities in
Costa Rica's recent elections
continued from page 1

than that of Philadelphia.) Rgueres was
said to have been involved with a drug
dealer's murder many years ago, and he
seemed to have a fascination with the
military (Costa Rica abandoned its army
in 1948). A large scandal surrounding
Rodriguez was his supposed sale of
tainted beef to the United States. There
was even talk of "election anomalies" in
an area near the capital city.
To many, 39-year-old Figueres appeared not to be a substantial candidate,
and his main asset seemed to be his father, Don Pepe, founder of the Partido de
Liberaci6n National (PLN) and leader of
the revolution of 1948. Don Pepe served
as president on three separate occasions
(democracy in Costa Rica means alternating power by free elections, so one
person can't serve for 12 consecutive
years; it's an example some might consider following...), and his popularity
has lasted well beyond his death.
Rodriguez is an economist and a suc-

cessful businessman, and served in the
Legislative Assembly. His party, the
Partido Unidad Social Cristiana, was
formed as a conglomerate of the church,
the private business sector, and some
errant communists, and initiated important reforms. While the PUSC has traditionally had a strong following along the
Carribean coast and in other poor areas
that the PLN has neglected, the outgoing
president (Rafael Angel Calderon, a
member of the PUSC) seems to have
hacked away at that base with four years
of neolibera 1 "reforms." At 54, Rodriguez
seemed more experienced to many, but
ultimately even his promises of entry in
the ever-popular North American Free
Trade Agreement could not make up for
his predecessor's policies. Although inflation was down to 9% in 1993 from 27%
in 1990 and Costa Ricans have the lowest
unemployment rate in the region, the
standard of living for many has gone
down under Calderon's four-year, freemarket binge.

Figueres plans to modernize the government, but he stands strongly opposed
to lowering tariffs and stated that his
victory was a clear rejection of the trickledown politics of the PUSC. Thus there is
a lot of pressure for a miracle turn-around,
complete with a booming economy
alongside the promised increase in services to marginal populations. Unfortunately people will eventually remember
that it was the PLN which started the
neoliberal reforms in '82, and realize that
Figueres can't possibly keep foreign debt
this low and still provide for "those who
have less and need more," while not
depriving anyone of the imported breakfast cereal.
Well, as Rodriguez said so eloquently
in his speech acknowledging Figueres's
victory, "The campaign is over. Let's go
home."
[Many thanks to D.V. for information
from La Nacidn, Reuters, and AP.]

Optimism....making Hell Week better for all
continued from page 1

However, the most important thing about
Flower Day, and the lesson I cany away
from it for the rest of my life, is the
wish expressed on so very many of my
lizards: "May all your Hell Weeks turn
into Flower Days." I think about that on
weeks like last one, when everything I
could think of went wrong. I described it
as a hell week. (Ironically, so did the
frosh, but theirs had capital letters.) The
one thing that held me, and that keeps

holding me through all of my horrid
weeks, is the thought that all of my Hell
Weeks will turn into Flower Days. Hopefully. It's a lesson we all need to learn. It
helps to keep things in perspective, and,
when all else fails, you can do as one of
my friends does, and take out your lizards to remember who your friends are
when you're feeling all alone and miserable.
I'm willing to compromise on a lot of
Hell Week. I understand that there are

some parts that could seem painful or
disrespectful to other people. In fact, in
Brecon, we made efforts to remove a lot
of these parts of Hell Week. We didn't
have schedule copying (we replaced it
with a scavenger hunt.) We had a game
show instead of trials. We didn't do early
morning wake up. I ran my sections of
the dorm schedule by friends who had
objected to the language used in previous years, to make sure I was not too
intimidating.

Overall, the only complaint I have yet
to hear from anyone in Brecon (please!
Write on my comment board!) is that we
haad more of a "Heck Week" than a Hell
Week. And I don't think that's such a bad
idea.
So here's in the hopes that Hell Week
will continue in all of its glorious tradition (including the tradition of dissent).
And may all your Hell Weeks turn into
Flower Days!
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Have you heard
this one yet??
by Tamara Rozental and Erika Menhrod

Mormons at BMC
by Kim Wallers
"Where are you from?" people invariably ask.
"Utah," I reply.
Immediately I can see the question
forming in their eyes. Sometimes they
ask it, and sometimes they don't.
"So, are you Mormon?"
I smile. "Yeah," I say.
People's lack of knowledge generally
makes them feel sheepish about asking
questions, which is silly. It's natural not
to know just as it's natural for me to want
to educate a little. So, that's what this article is about: not really expounding on
Mormon theology, but rather answering
the general questions and dispelling common myths about "those Mormons out
in Utah."
That, itself, is number one. Not all
Mormons live in Utah. According to the
last report I heard, there are approximately 8.5 million
Mormons in the world.
Utah only has a total
general population of 1.8
million, and that is by
no means 85. In actuality, about half of the 85
live within the United
States and the other half
are scattered all across
the globe.
Similarly, not all of
Utah's millions are
Mormon (L.D.S.). I'm
told Salt Lake City, the
state capital, is only
about 50% Mormon. My
home city, Provo, is
about 85%. Supposedly,
smaller towns have a
much higher percentage, but Utah as a
wholeis, very roughly, only 70-75% L.D.S.
Probably, when the other 25-30% leave
the state, they weary of people assuming
they are Mormon. Incidentally, of the
eight or nine Utah Mawrters only three
are L.D.S.
My personal fa vorite question is, "How
many wives does your father have?".
That kills me. I wish I could be shocking
and say "four," but he doesn't. One. Just
one. Polygamy was terminated in 1890.
Today in Utah there are a few colonies of
polygamists here and there, but they are
all non-Mormon.So, toa void letting people
down, I say that while there is only one
mother in my family, there are seven
children (which is true). I'm the third. I
have friends who come from families of
10,12 and even one with 14 children. I
once heard of a 17'er, but I'm not sure I
believe it. Regardless, large families are

common, but they certainly aren't the
rule.
Onecompletely unfounded rumor I've
heard is that Mormons are not Christians. The very name of the church is The
Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-Day
Saints ("Mormon" is not a name we gave
ourselves); Christianity is our very core.
It is true, though, that Mormons are neither Catholic nor a Protestant break-off.
The L.D.S. Church was begun in 1830,
completely unconnected with the Reformation.
Yes, Mormons may dance. Yes, we
may wear make-up. No, the women don't
wear only long dresses. But: Mormons
don't smoke, drink alcohol, caffeinated
coffee or tea and "don't" a whole lot of
other things.
Once, when I was in Columbus, Ohio,
I read a newspaper article detailing the
extreme wealth of the L.D.S. Church. I
was really taken aback by their presentation, which made
it appear that
church leaders
were really raking
it in for themselves. It is true
that the church receives millions
(perhaps billions)
of dollars each
year. That's really
very deceiving because all work in
the church (especially religious) is
done without pay.
All its income is
used to build
church houses and
temples, to run the
church's extensive welfare and worldhelp programs, to support church colleges and universities (Brigham Young
University, for example, has 25,000 students) and the hundreds of other church
auxiliaries. With 85 million members, it
takes billions of dollars. None of the
money goes into private pockets.
Of what else does everyone always
think? The Mormon Tabernacle Choir.
Yes. Oh, and those cute, happy commercials. Yep, that's us.
Just so you know, there are five or six
Mormons at Bryn Mawr (not all from
Utah). We have an L.D.S. Women's
Organization and you are always welcome to attend the meetings, erratically
scheduled as they are. Most of all, just
know that we are very open and approachable. With that in mind, I hope
you will always feel free to askquestions.
From one Mawrter to another, we're all
just... well, Mawrters.

Of what else does
everyone always
think? The Mormon
Tabernacle Choir.
Yes. Oh, and those

A boy and his father go to a baseball game. After the game the
father takes a plane and leaves the country. The boy is run over
by a car. When he arrives at the hospital, the emergency room
doctor says, "Oh my God, that's my son." What is the doctor's
relationship to the boy's father?
Over dinner, one of us posed the above question. The rest of
the table couldn't answer. This prompted us to ask others
around Erdman dining hall. Surprisingly enough, at this renowned women's college only 4 out of 16 people came up with
the right answer, and two of them had heard it before. Responses
included, "The boy had gay parents," "He was adopted," and
"Artificial Insemination."
Some thought about it for over two minutes; others gave up
altogether. Those who had been to Girl Scouts ("Where the girl
comes first") had a much easier time, and even came up with
"never tell" games of their own. Evidently Bryn Mawr women
should be spending more time in emergency rooms, or perhaps
less time at Haverford. Clearly a Feminist and Gender Studies .
Class should be added to our long list of requirements.
By the way, she's his wife. So much for Bryn Mawr feminism...

The St. Valentine's
Day Blues are here
by Brinda Ganguly
Here I sit, four days before Valentine's Day, wondering if I will meet
the man of my dreams over the weekend, hoping that if I do, he will know
to send me half a dozen red roses
(reminiscent of the past flowery weekend). I know that this is a very unlikely scenario, considering that I have
already been at Bryn Mawr for about
six months, and neither of the above
has happened.
But playing
on the validity of
probability
and statistics,
this miracle is
deemed to happen at any point now.
Sometimes I wonder
if I really need a man in my
life. In fact, I am probably
much happier without one, since
I don't have to worry about necessarily spending time with anyone,
dealing with petty incidents of jealousy, or ritual emotional turmoil. Not
to mention, my bank statement is looking much healthier with no one to
needlessly spend money on (except
for myself of course, but that does not
count). I have plenty of friends who
are willing to hang around with me,
and even give me the occasional peck
on thecheek— who needs more physical contact than that? And if things
ever get really desperate, and I urgently feel the need to hear a male
voice telling me that he loves me, 1 can
always call home. My father has been

fairly dependable.
Much of the need to find a boyfriend
is media-inspired: commercials, Oprah
hosting a show about relationship problems (I sure don't have any of those), and
soap operas. After watching these, I can't
help wondering if there is something
wrong with myself, because I cannot find
a decent guy — if Erica Kane (she's the
character on All My Children who has
racked up almost as many men as daytime drama
award nominations)
can find one a
month, then why
can't I find just
one? But then I
realize that Erika
has also probably
suffered from amnesia five times, come
back from the dead, and
given birth to three kids; if I
had that much anguish in my
life, then I would probably need
guys' emotional support also.I am still sitting here, four days away
from Valentines Day, knowing that I will
not receive any roses (carnations, lilies,
take your pick), but probably somewhat
happier. I congratulate those of you who
have found that perfect someone, and I
hope that you enjoy this day together.
For those of you who are still looking:
remember, ladies, this is not a day to feel
sad about (and I know that there are
those of you who will claim that you are
indifferent to the concept of Valentines
Day, but personally, I don't believe you);
I am a strong believer in the art form of
waiting. And if things ever get really
bad, just remember Erica Kane.
i
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Personals in the spirit of Valentine's Day
caress me by the light of Deep Space Nine with the sound turned off. My broadsword
or yours, baby?
..XSPOK

Anyone Seeking Anyone
call 1-900-555-5555
Frisky young maiden, 19, seeks kittenlike playmate. Abundant body hair a plus.
Must like Rod Stewart. No drugs or lawyers. Cooks OK.
...X4321

Needed: European Community man, 17-67, for marriage of convenience. Must be
vaguely respectable.
..X1994

Natural light auburn-haired (Clairol #65) pussycat seeks boring, routinized anthropologist to explore the delicacies of Margaret Mead with. Equal opportunity in
regards to gender. Must like Mary Stuart Masterson. And me.
..X1234

Androgynous contact improv expert seeks same, for exploring dance as metaphor,
weight sharing, total body harmony, muscle toning. Good fashion sense a must.
..X0110

Cute blonde, 19, seeks knowledgeable Egyptologist. Red hair, 175 lbs. is about right.
That's not too specific, is it?
..X9898

SGA groupie seeks companion to develop meaningful relationship as we catalogue
my bathroom minutes collection. No actual SGA members, please.
..X4321

I look good in boots, and you do, too. Me: vivacious, nature-loving, curly haired,
optimistic. You: sensitive, rugged, not too intelligent but into humanities, NOT
science. Let's go for a ride in the countryside.
..X6565

Housewifely debutante, brunette, into country design, macaroni hot dish. The
Lettermen, seeks dyke for hot sex.
.. .X9911

I want a man into Rush; one that respects my Piers Anthony obsession, one that will

w

y*

Overworked, stressed out, narcissistic Mawrtyr seeks unconditional love, on which
to pour sarcasm and cold water.
..X9210

Who says no one's heard of Bryn Mawr?
We were mentioned in the movie Dave and our Physics department t-shkts were on national T. V. But Bryn
Mawr has had some claims to fame in the literary world, too. We now bring you two memorable quotes by
well-known authors which include references to...us! We believe that these are indeed accurate representations of what life is like for us at Bryn Mawr. Enjoy!
'There were strange groups of Americans then, Picasso unaccustomed to the virginal quality of these
young men and women used to say of them, ils sont pas des hommes, ils sont pas des femmes, ils sont des
americains. They are not men, they are not women, they are Americans. Once there was a Bryn Mawr
woman there, wife of a well known painter, who was very tall and beautiful and having once fallen on her
head had a strange vacant expression. Her, he approved of, and used to call the Empress."
—The Autobiography of Alice B. Toklas
by Gertrude Stein, p.60
"Jane was tall and slender and had rich brown hair and high cheekbones and wide brown eyes. She
looked a little like the actress Jean Simmons. Her father was a rancher in Southwestern Texas. She had gone
East to college, to Bryn Mawr, and had met her husband, Pete, at a debutante's party at the Gulph Mills
Club in Philadelphia, when he was a senior at Princeton."
-The Right Stuff
by Tom Wolfe, pp. 1 -2

Words of wisdom courtesy of Ms. Hank
Dear Ms. Hank,
I had a tumble Valentine's Day; I must of
fallen in love six times over the course of
twenty-four hours. My leather-clad TA, JoJo of the rugby team, Ed Mclaughlin of
Public Safety, my best friend, and BOTH of
the editors of The College News. Please
help me, I'm fickle and fixated and now eternally distracted from my Calculus.

-Valentine's Day Votary
DearVDV,
What about me? I'm young, attractive,
socially responsible, a college graduate,
gainefully imployed, and have no major
diseases or annoying habits. Why is it
that in my decades of publication in this

paper I have never gotten a fan letter
proffessing undying adoration, or even a
passing crush?
What you need is to settle down to one
completely impossible obsession—
someone you never see preferably, like
the President of the United States, or
Dean Balthazar. This way, you can spend
your nights a'dreamin', but your days
should be relatively free for you to continue as a productive citizen. The season
will pass in time, and you can make it
through several ways:
1) Political: You don't need a man, you
don't want a man, or a woman either.
Your strength as an independent woman
is infinitely more important to you than
the corporeal pleasures of public, pos-

sessive displays of affection. You are
proud of your single state.
2) Lie: They've been coming after you
in droves; your freshman English professor, Craig Goodrich the head of Dining
Services, the entire staff of the Espresso
Bar at Borders, and Camille Paglia. You
turned them all down. You are in a permenant monagamous relationship, only
he's with Habitat for Humanity for the
next nine years in Bangladesh. Still you
feel strongly that you are together in
spirit, in a MUCH more meaningful way
than your shallow friends and their
February Flings.
3) Love Sucks: You are too depressed
for love, too stressed, too miserable, and
too deep. Your loneliness is your muse

and causes you to write better poetry and
imagine better sex scenes for your novels
than if you actually were getting any.
4) Asexual: Valentine's Day is great,
cause you can get those yummy pastel
chalky candies. The day after is better
though, because they are on sale.
5) Jaded: You spend every other night
earning financial aid in Philly at an erotic
strip tease bar. You find it very gratifying, soooo gratifying that you couldn't
take any more if you had your own personal lover on top of it all.
Death to the Patriarchy,
Ms. Hank
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February is Blac
Think about idealism
by Wen Plummer
Harriet Tubman led her people out of the
land of bondage.
An exhausted Rosa Parks took a forbidden
seat.
Martin Luther King Jr. had a dream.
Malcom felt by any means necessary.
Reverend Vernon John, Marcus Garby,
Langston Hughes,
Alex Haley, Maya Angelou, Reverend Jesse
Jackson, Toni Morrison and countless others
have changed, are changing and are hoping
to change Black History. Have things
changed: Watts Riots (1%5>—L.A. Riots
(1992)?
Those who are with us today and are striving for a change want us to wake up and
think. To think about our brothers and sis-

ters struggling to get by. To think about what
is happening in urban America. To think if
we are happy seeing ourselves killing each
other. If we are happy, then we don't have to
do anything. If we are alarmed, frightened,
and are filled with discouraging thoughts
about our race and what we are coming to,
then we must act. Somehow each of us should
do our part, no matter how big or small to
stop the nightmare.
What would happen if we all united—the
idea may be idealistic but just think about it.
What would happen if we stopped yelling at
each other? If westopped pointing fingers? If
we stopped trying to ignore or forget who
we are? What would happen if those who
succeeded remembered to look back and
help those struggling to make it. What would
happen...

A year after the plenary resolution,
racism is still at bryn Mawr College
by Chizoma O. Ihekere '95
Hard to believe, but it has actually been a
whole year since the racism resolution passed
at plenary. A year after the whole "shebang"
it seems appropriate for me to speak out as
both one of the writers of the resolution, and
as a black Bryn "Mawrter." First, let me say
that what I say here
are my thought!
and my thought!
alone; I am not attempting to speaV
for every black
woman on cam
pus.
A year ago, a?
Plenary got read)
to roll around, !
was quite confusec
and a bit angered
by the "state oi
Bryn Mawr life" a:

to honoring and respecting all of its members. Plenary seemed like the perfect place to
make a statement to both let our Bryn Mawr
sisters know and hold them accountable for
the state of things in our own little realm of
"un-reality." So we concluded that "Racism
exists and we will move to eliminate it in all
of its forms here at Bryn Mawr." Nothing too
revolutionary about that;
butl sincerely hope(d) that
if ever there was a place
where matters of race
could be surmounted, it
might be Bryn Mawr College where the students
make honest efforts to
think pluralistic thoughts
as well as honor and respect each other.
More than anything, the
resolution contained statements that I needed to say
as a Black Woman and
have affirmed by the entire community (or a majority of it) not just for my
own piece of mind, but for
all of my sisters who left
here because Bryn Mawr did not feel like the
racially safe place they had been told that it
was. I needed to make that statement so
that the next time the alumnae gathered
and conversation(s) drifted to "fondly"
remembering all the pluralistic efforts
at Bryn Mawr that fell "Just Short" of
Successful, the present students
could hold out their tiny glimmer
of hope that was the passage of
the racism resolution and commemorate the time that a community effort "hit the mark"
and recognized the needs of its
women of color.
So the resolution passed but
the "victory" was not as satisfying as I had hoped that it
would be. The dialogue had

I was tired of going to
Sisterhood meetings
where open discussion
times were taken up by
group comments about
loneliness as a black
woman during all the
events and happenings
it applied to me a! that are supposed to make
H^dcST campus life enjoyable..
research on black
feminism
and
womanist studies, I fancied myself a bit of a
revolutionary thinker/writer, right up there
with Audre Lord, Angela Davis, Bell Hooks,
Toni Cade Bambara, and a few other black
feminists. I felt saddened by the state of
things at Bryn Mawr that had led to more
than a few of my black sisters to give up on
life here and I was tired of going to Sisterhood meetings where open discussion times
were taken up by group comments about
loneliness as a black woman during all the
events and happenings that are supposed to
make campus life enjoyable. I kept hearing
my sisters say that they felt like Bryn Ma wr's
big diversity advertising was all a big lie and
that they were tired of having the side of
them that was "Black Woman" ignored. The
more I thought about it, the more I wondered
why this was the "way things were" at an institution that isSelf-Governedand dedicated

been too short and I felt that people were out voicing their reasons.
saying what they "should be saying" instead
I find it really sad that here at BMC, we've
of what was actually on their minds. I did not become so obsessed with being "PC" that
feel that we had changed the hearts of any- people are scared to voice (or even think
one and spurred people to act against racism about) their true opinions lest they be lain their lives, I felt that we had bullied people beled. Maybe it's just me, but I've always beinto passing the resolution lest they be called lieved that "The evil you know is better than
"racist." For me, it's always the case thai t the evil you don't know" so the atmosphere
though I have plenty to say at a given mo- here sometimes leaves
ment, when it's all said and done, I come up me more than a little unwith lots of things I "should have said." This easy. Perhaps the sadtime, there was only one thing I still believed dest thing about "the
that I should have said: I wish I had told more state of TC' here at
people that there's nothing as constructive BMC" is that those who
as honest dialogue, even if the speaker dis- express "PC" beliefs/
agrees with everything I say. I had heard that thoughts and are sincere
all over campus, people were angry with are looked down upon
what the resolution was saying but no one and scorned. I wish I had
brought that anger to the discussion at Ple- . realized the baggage
nary. That would have been the constructive
that this community is
thing to do, but I guess you can't have it all. carrying around earlier;
I think I would have felt more satisfaction if it would have saved me
the resolution had not passed but there had a considerable amount
been more dialogue. For all the dialogue that of time and energy.
went on (or didn't go on), one would have
Getting back to the
thought that the resolution would have subject at hand... In Nopassed unanimously; yet several people vember of "93, the black
voted against it or a bs ta i qed withalumnae convened for
the second "Black Alumnae Forum" here at
Bryn Mawr. As we sat in the Perry House
living room for the "Socializing with The
Sisterhood" part of the program, I told
them about last year's resolution; they
were pleased and impressed that
we had gotten the community to
make such a statement. I rememPREjUDlCE
ber feeling proud because they
were so amazed at ho w far BMC
had come since they had been
A stupid activity in which human beings engage
students here. Somehow, it just
Directed against something aver which the
didn't seem right to tell them
Object of the prejudice has no control
how unsatisfied I felt about
Who has anything to say about the
the whole thing; being
Color of skin they were born with
around black alums always
I do not demand love and acceptance
makes me feel extremely
I demand respect.
fortunate because it seems
to be so much easier to be
-anonymous
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k History Month
The Bryn Mawr Experience

women and Academia

by Nicole Shuler
There are some obnoxious, anal, and uptight
white folks around here
I would say the same about the black folks...
if there were enough black folks
Yes, we are but a small fraction that is slowly,
but surely
decreasing *
Why?
This is not to say that the black experience at
good ol' Bryn Mawr
is a bad one
But it's not all that great either
Mostly, everyone walks around ignoring everyone else
"You're black? Wow, good for you" and walk away
"Look at me, dammit!" you want to say
But why bother, what for?
"Yeah, I am" you say instead and go on about your business
Me, I just turn up the volume on my Walkman
But you know us sistahs have got to stick together
We're all we have
You know there are some obnoxious, anal, and uptight
white folks around here
Can't say much about the black folks 'cause ain't that many
All my sistahs nod your head and say "umm hmm"

a black Mawrter in the '90s (these days we
don't worry about being able to live on campus or eating in the dining halls, etc.). These
days our worries are more subtle yet they
run just as deep; we still worry if we're being
seen as people or if there is a need for us to
prove that it is indeed our competence that
brought and keeps us here.
So a year after
the whole thing, I'm a
lot more mellow. I have
no desire to start a discussion of issues of race
on this campus; I've
said what I needed to
sayand have found the
peace I was looking for.
So this is another Black
History Month.... I ask
all members of this
community to commemorate it by looking within themselves
and waging a discussion of "How I really
feel about race and issues of diversity." Create a "safe space"
within yourself. You see, I finally realized
what happened at last year's plenary: people
were/are not familiar with their true feelings about racism and issues of diversity and
therefore were not ready for us to come together as a community and have any sort of
dialogue. I know that there are many good
and dynamic people in this community but I
think that we all have a bit of thinking to do
(and not just about issues of race). The day
that every person in the community can be
completely honest with her(him)self as well
as with everyone else will be an extremely
painful day, but it will also be the day that
this community will have truly constructive
dialogue. I eagerly anticipate such a day.
That's all, I feel better. I hope I've given
somebody something to think and maybe
even talk about, see ya' around....
Happy Black History Month.

Calendar
of events
• February 15
•8-10 PM, Robert S. Gregg:
""Churches and Sports in Philadelphia's African-American
•Community", Dorothy Vernon
•Room, Haffner
•
•February 17
•8-10 PM Forum on the Black
#Male, CC Main Lounge
•
•February 22
*8-10 PM, Donald Bogle: "Blacks
• in Film and Tlelvision: An Interpretive History", CC 105
•
•February 24
•8-10 PM, Jassu Ballet, CC Main
mLounge
•
•February 25
#Gyrot performance
•
•February 26
J10 PM-2 PM Club ESPN/Sis•terhood party, CC
•
l February 28
• 8-10 PM, Closing Ceremony, CC
*Main Lounge
•

..;;•"•

by Stacy Curwood
I live in Cambridge, so it was no sweat for
metogo toa conference at MTT. Black Women
in the Academy: Defending Our Name was
the name of the event I learned of through
the Office of Institutional Diversity here at
Bryn Mawr. OK, I thought, I have an interest
in academia, I am a Black Woman, and I'll be
in Cambridge anyway on January 13-15. Sign
me up!
I hadn't realized how lucky I was. Back in
November, I had an inkling at Bryn Mawr's
Black Alumnae Forum that the women who
have gone before me are incredible sources
of support and inspiration. There are not that
many mentors out there for us; as Sociology
professor Mary Osirim spoke about, any minority faculty members assume a huge burden for mentoring minority women students.
Besides thinking of my grandmother, who
also was a Soc professor, I have come through
high school and college without identifying
and affirming myself as a black woman.
When I met Bryn Mawr alumnae, I realized
that I want to change that.
Nevertheless, I had to rally some enthusiasm when I peeled myself out of my cozy bed
at home to slog through the snow down to
MTT. I'd been on vacation for almost a
month—now I was going to have to think
about academia again. When I got there,
though, I woke up. I found the four other
Mawrters who were there and sat in Kresge
Auditorium simply watching— look at all
these black women! The introductory remarks brought home to me that this event
was big. When in history has a
group of at least 2000 ^^-^%»
highly educated, ac- ^*5**% » »'
complished,
BLACK
women sat
in an auditorium at
very
"white,"
very male
MIT? Or anywhere, for that
matter? My high
school MIT student
friend who I bumped into in
the corridor said that she was watching the
astonished faces of the MTT community as
these women swarmed over the campus.
I listened raptly as Lani Gunier, Clinton's
withdrawn nominee for Attorney General,
addressed us. She spoke of her experience at
Yale Law School, of being addressed as a
"gentleman" by one of her professors there,
of returning to an alumni weekend and
having nothing to say about her "fond

memories" of her alma mater. I watched
clips of movies for "Black Women in Hollywood: The 60's and Beyond," and noticed
that there are so few black movies featuring
women. I met several versions of Barbie at
"Dyes and Dolls: The Sexual/Textual PoliticsofBlack(?) Barbie." My awareness grew;
my understanding deepened. Black women
are not out of the frying pan yet. This is why
I find myself taking Africana Studies courses,
to try to explain why we are where we^re.
But can I really understand through the academic channels that have historically denied
us a voice?
\
I got the most out of a workshop that did
not take the form of "Writing Academically:
Using Colons to make a Fancy-Sounding
Title." It was for undergraduates thinking
about graduate school. Professor Robin
Kilson, who taught here at Bryn Mawr several years ago, talked to us about what a
graduate experience might be like for us. She
said that it will probably be lonely and long
(as it is for everyone), but she emphasized
support systems. A graduate school worth
its salt will support us because THEY NEED
US. Academia is increasingly concerned
about the dearth of black women; in 1992,
38,814 doctorate degrees were awarded,
14,366 of those went to women, and 570 went
to black women. COPS! I know we're a minority, but these numbers are hardly representative of the population.
Wait a minute, I thought. I know that I
haven't had such a hard time; my parents
and teachers have always encouraged me,
I'm at an elite college, I don't feel inferior, I
don't need special help. But I do. I need
help "defending my
name," getting my
foot in the door
of a place
where I
may or
may not
be welcomed. I
need affirmation
and support. I need to
be
promoted
when I deserve it, I
need to be believed if I say I've
been sexually harassed by my superior, I
need for my ideas to be understood as ideas
and not as products of my "bias."
I know that I have only just begun to find
out what academia is like for black women,
but the MIT conference opened my eyes. I
hopetobea part of a new generation of black
women academics who easily defend their
names because of the help from their colleagues who have gone before.
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The mysterious Lady Oracle
CAPRICORN
Yo, baby, isn't this as good a time as any to put aside those Calculus assignments
and think about the future? How many lines will they devote to you in the alum
Bulletin, and what will you be cited for and how many states will you be Wanted in
bythetimeyou'rethirty-five? Exciting stuff, eh? BMC's graduates are everywhere—
I was reading this book for paper on prostitution, and there was mention of this one
woman who, as a sophomore, organized all the African-American employees of the
college into a union. When she graduated, she joined the Weathermen Underground
and bombed warehouses. She's in prison for life, and isn't the future an exciting thing
to dream about?

CANCER
My friend wishes she could eat my Cancer away- turns out I just forgot to write
your future—sorry, momentary lapse in your Oracle's consciousness. Cancer is the
sign of unrequited love; the Cancer chickie has foxes swooning behind her leather
jacket, but, alas, all these loves were not to be. Be especially careful around Pallas
Athena time; you might find yourself looking Love straight in its face, in the form of
a friend who subtly says, 1 just want to be kissed tonight," to the date you jokingly
asked out in Erdman, and offered to look nice for. Careful, careful, this dance might
turn your moaning and groaning about being single into a distant memory.

AQUARIUS
You know what good company you're in, sugar, just by being an Aquarius? Eddie
Van Halen, Langston Hughes, Axl Rose, Lady Oracle's mommy, Ceena Davis,
Ronald Reagan (my country tis a thee?!), Edith Wharton, Judy Blume and Ice-T all
share your birthday month, and hey, what else is there to do but realize their
brilliance and recognize your own there somewhere, too. Even Reagan was bright
enough to keep us from lynching him for eight years; so where do your talents lie?
What, didn't you ever do something right?

LEO
You are such a terror, you sweep through your room flinging clothes and dollar
bills and all that clutter that coats your life like so much Pepto Bismol, and sometimes
entropy just tears apart your friendships and soft-cover A n thro books. So, de-clutter
while listening to your most soulful music—just expel all that destroys your delicate
balance, my Leonine woman, and box up the excess to provide a catwalk sufficiently
wide for all your histrionic singing-on-table anctics. Give people a reason to re-assess
the somewhat patronizing way they treat your way of gleaming this life with light
humor and general silliness.

PISCES
Speaking of the future, do you know what you're doing for the summer? Have you
pinpointed what coast you'll be on yet? Lady O. understands the tremendous
waffling you'll have to undertake before you find that special $200 a month rent to
settle down with for those humid summer nights. Is this the time to live out your tenyear-old's fantasies of sleeping under the stars? Should you denounce materialism
and just roam from city to city with just your cappuccino maker's box and A -Ha teeshirt? Just remember before you take off that even wild women get the blues. And
pneumonia. But they DO get tattoos...

VIRGO
You are bootiful, darling, you are a hot sexy mama despite what your body image
self-loathing might otherwise convince you Face it, it's midwinter, you're wearing
layers, so of course your limber (I didn't say lumber) thighs are somewhat thicker
than they were in mid-August, but that's to be expected. Here's what you can do,
besides crying into your Stairmaster for being born with a normal body—go to
Philly's own Inferno, (or to the King of Prussia Piercing Hut, tho' I wouldn't
recommend it,) and, with a friend who promises not to laugh, get something done—
a stud here, a bar between your eyes, whatevah's aesthetically pleasing. And love
yourself for it, no matter how goofy a nose ring may seem.

ARIES
Aries, you need something to make you quiver with longing; it's been a while,
hasn't it? Maybe the last time you felt IT coursing through yer veins was when, at five,
you hid a well-kissed picture of Richard Simmons in the freezer so your mother
wouldn't find it. Maybe you felt IT last week, that's none of my business, but the time
has come to maintain a steady level of hormone-glazed euphoria in your life. Buy
new shoes, or if you're not into the capitalism thang this week, then how's about a
new toothbrush?

TAURUS
Just listen to Aretha Franklin's "I Never Loved a Man (the Way That I Love You)"
and dedicate it to yourself; you've taken lots of bull and beatings this week. After
dancing through your miseries, do right by us all, and work out, sleep, giggle over
dinner at all of those stupid crushes you had frosh year. And take care of yourself—
everyone around here is just rolling over in their unmade sheets with bronchitis and
tummy aches.

GEMINI

Ooh your kisses, sweeter than honey, and guess what, so is my money! So buy your
beloved a Boboli pizza at the cafe, and spiff up those thigh-high boots for highsteppin' in some socially inept place that defies all the feminist equality you've come
to love while at Bryn Mawr—like the MALL! Gather up stares now, because like
rosebuds, that capricrioso won't be around forever.

LIBRA
The walls ARE pretty thin here on campus, aren't they? You might think to invest
in some sort of egg-crate insulation to keep out the noises from the Elvis-lovin' frosh
above, from the senior next door, from your own singing along to the Breeders.
Otherwise we'll all be getting along without much sleep, and That just couldn't be a
good thing, right?
SCORPIO
Ay, the Furies they be a-rising within your delicately curled fists. Anger accompanies your email like a couple awash in repulsive cut sie-pie love. And you don't know
why the world suddenly is at fault as day-in, day-out, your brilliance is refuted by
some fool here or there. Before you jump on Lorena Bobbit's bandwagon, as fun as
that may sound to all you pre-med types, please reconsider a suburban Riot Grrrl
excursion to Walter Swiss Pastries to express any and all hostility you might feel to
the male gender through some harmless castration techniques on gingerbread boys.

SAGITTARIUS
Odds are that someone somewhere in your life wants to drag you down into
misery alongside them. After all, it gets lonely in the Pit o' Despair. Tell that Eeyore
that as much as you love/like/are totally apathetic towards her or him or the whole
mess of them, your life just doesn't have the support capabilities to resurrect their
sanity from beyond the grave. Punto final, please watch out for YOU, sister, unless
the person in need is a very good friend and a usually functional person who's just
having a bout of bad luck. Like maybe all thirty-five of her lizards were fumigated
by Public Safety, /know?

COMICS BY SARAH QUEMADA
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DATES women make...
compiled by jenn hogan

Tuesday, Feb IS
—Panel-Bosnia Aid: An Evening of Hope, by Amilia Butcrovic, Sarajevo native and
Michael Sells, Haverford Professor, sponsored by Hillel, Campus Center 105,7:30

Hque, Stravinsky, Symphony in 3 movements, 8:00 PM, The Academy of Music
Sunday, Feb 20
—Plenary, 1-5 PM, Goodhart Auditorium
—7th Annual Black History Month Celebration by School of Social Work and Social
Research featuring music, dancers, poetry readings, storytelling, and vendors,

PM

Admission is $5

—Kurtis Blow, Grand Master Flash & the Furious Five, the Sugar Hill Gang, Kool
Moe Dee, and Whoodini 7PM at the Trocadero at 10th and Arch Sts in Philadelphia
Wednesday, Feb 16
—French Film Series-Manon des Sources, 8-10 PM in Thomas 110
—ESPN Rap on It Coffeehouse, 8 PM, Campus Center Main Lounge
Thursday, Feb 17
—College Jazz Group-sponsored by ESPN and Student Activities, Campus Center
Main Lounge
—Bi-Co Film Series, The Vanishing," 9:30 PM, Thomas 110
Friday, Feb 18
—Gallery Show Opening-Works by Women Artists: Selections from the Willima &
Uylendate Scott Memorial Collection (Part 2), reception 4-6 PM, Campus Center 204
—Faculty Dance Concert, 7:30-9:30 PM, Goodhart Auditorium
—BMC Film Series, 8 and 10 PM, Thomas 110
—Philadelphia Orchestra, Wolfgang Sawallisch, conductor, Honegger, Pacific 231,
Rachmaninoff, Piano Concerto No.3 in D minor, Op.30, Beethoven, Symphony No.2
in D major, Op.36,8:00 PM, Academy of Music
—Teenage Fan Club with Yo La Tengo, 6:30 PM at the Trocadero
Saturday, Feb 19
—Haverford Film Series "Metropolitan,"—8:00 & 10:15 PM, Sharpless Auditorium
—Philadelphia Orchestra, Wolfgang Sawallisch, Beethoven, Overture to Egmont,
Op.84, Schumann, Piano Concerto in A minor, Op.54, Stravinsky, Scherzo fantas-

—International Film Series, 8 PM, Thomas 110
Wednesday, Feb 23
—French Film Series 8-10 PM, Thomas 110
—Fishbone with No Fix, 6 PM, The Trocadero
Thursday, Feb 24
—Bi-Co Film Series, "The Boat is Full", 930 PM, Thomas 110
Friday, Feb 25
Bryn Ma wr Film Series, 8 and 10 PM, Thomas 110
—Women's Ensemble Theater, 1030 PM, The Actor's Space at the Bourse, Philadelphia
—Philadelphia Orchestra, Wolfgang Sawallisch, conductor, Kathleen Battle, soprano, Shubert, Symphony No.2 in B-flat major, D.125, Mozart, Aria to be announced, Strauss, songs to be announced, Respighi, La Boutique Fantastique, 8 PM,
The Academy of Music
—Quicksand with Seaweed, 6 PM at the Trocadero
Saturday, Feb 26
—Haverford Film Series, "Life is Sweet", 8 and 10:15 PM, Sharpless Auditorium
—Philadelphia Orchestra, see program for Feb 25
—Bi College Gospel Choir concert, 6 PM Founders Hall, Haverford
Sunday, Feb 27
—International Film Series 10 PM, "La Strata", Thomas 110
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Theatre group
speaks to women
by jenn hogan
To the untrained eye, the Philadelphia
theater scenes seems to consist mainly of
touring productions of the latest Broadway hits from Andrew Lloyd Weber and
Stephen Sondheim. While these productions contain many impressive special
effects and melod ramatic love songs, they
often leaveone wanting something a little
less male dominated
and with a little more
substance. One who
is in search for more
can turn to the more
underground theater
companies to see
some creative new
ideas.
One such theater
group in Philadelphia is the Women's
Ensemble Theater.
This group, started in
May 1992 by Lisa Silberman, a Barnard
alumna, is dedicated
to giving time to the
voices of women of
all cultures that are
often forgotten in
mainstream, big
budget theater productions.
The
Women's Ensemble
Theater also seeks to
call attention to
women's contributions to the world of theater and beyond
and to give work to women actors and
playwrights.
Silberman was inspired to start a
women's theater group during her years
at Barnard. She enjoyed her experiences
in a women's theater group at a women's
college so much that when she moved
back to Philadelphia after college, she
decided to start a women's theater or-

ganization here. The Women's Ensemble
Theater group has two parts. One part
performs full length plays written by
women with all women casts. So far, the
Theater has produced three of this type
of piece. The first was an original piece
written by the women in the ensemble
called "Spitting Images." This piece is
about inter-generational relations bej tween women and
N^v\N^Ss\N>v\\\^ involved women
< \^X y \V from 20-50. The
v\\\Ns\\\^ second piece conN
^ sisted of original
\ adaptations of
\" \ short stories writ\\\ ten by women
\^ V^ writers. The most
>\ recent play was
A, called "Tone Clus^\ ters" and was written by Joyce Carol
Oates. For this production, Joyce
Carol Oates gave a
lecture after the
first performance,
and for each subsequent performance, a different
speaker spoke at
the end of the play.
The second
aspect of the Theater is an ensemble
group of 8 women
called WEAVE
which stands for
Women's
Ensemble Action Via Education. This group
of women works together to discuss pertinent issues to women, research these issues, explore them, and eventually produce a piece from this discussion. Currently WEAVE has three of these pieces,
one about race relations, one about incest
and abuse, and one about body image
and eating disorders. WEAVE is bringing these thought provoking and educational pieces to different performance
spaces including Rutgers University and
Barnard College. WEAVE would also
like to come to Bryn Mawr. After their
performances, which include not only
acting but also music and movement, the
WEAVE members and a professional facilitator have a discussion with the audience members about the impact of the
piece and the issues it addresses. WEAVE
will perform on February 25 at 10:30 PM
at the Actors' Center at the Bourse in
Philadelphia. The number for ticket information is 925-6400.
The Women's Ensemble Theater is
looking for Mawrters interested in getting involved in their productions. Right
now, they are working on a piece on
breast cancer and especially its effect on
women of color. The Theater needs
women to work in research, interviewing survivors, working in public relations, working on the piece artistically as
actors or writers, and working as technical assistants. The Theater believes in
learning by mentoring. In this way, the
Ensemble Theater feels that women will
be able to take on more responsibility
and leadership than in other more traditional theater companies. Anyone interested in more information can call Lisa
Silberman at 215-732-8032, or Robin Reese
215-291-0887.

Visit Philadelphia's
farmer's market
by jenn hogan

flower sellers, and a jewelry stand. It's
almost like entering a different world
Here's a familiar situation for many with all sorts of people, colors, smells,
Mawrters who journey into Philly dur- and tastes to behold. The place is so
ing the day. You are in Center City Philly stimulating to your senses, it is almost
for a) a job interview, b) a cultural trip, c) too much to take in at once,
some volunteer work, d) research, e)
The Market is very crowded and is
shopping, or 0 just trying to get off also being renovated. This means that if
campus. Now you want to go some place you don't want your food "to go", you
warm and get something to eat for a) need to search for the tiny cluster of
breakfast, b) brunch, c) lunch, d) an early tables hidden somewhere in the Market,
dinner, or e) a late afternoon snack, but hang around until someone finishes their
you can't find anywhere appetizing on meal and relinquishes their table, and
your paltry budget. You wind upeating pouncebeforesomeoneelsetakesit.This
a) a pretzel from a cart on the street, b) an technique can be compared to looking
overpriced, greasy slice of pizza, c) some for a parking space in Manhattan. My
nasty offering from some fast food res- advice is to look at everything before
taurant, or d) something from a snack makingyourdecision.Afterwereturned
machineinthetrainstation. You go home to our table, I found myself looking at
grumbling about how you hate Philadel- what other people chose and wishing I
phia and in the place where you come had seen the stands where it had come
from, a) Boston, b) Austin, c) Seattle, or d) from.
Pittsburgh
On my first
this would
trip to the Marnever have
ket, I bought a
happened beI felt like I WaS frilly
falafel from an
cause those
,.
n
authentic

citiesaresuperiortoPhiiiyin
everyway.
Well, I have
found the answertoaiiculinary concems. one of
Philadelphia'sbesttra-

ditionai spots
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Middle Eastern
stand
huge
"small" sandwichwasameal
initseif and cost

foods
This

about $3.1 also
bought 8ome

managed tO

carrotjuicefrom

y

the same stand

eat like royalty for less

andthesmmng

is Reading
«
.j,^
women juiced
Terminal
man qK).
thecarrots right
Market, lobefore my eyes,
cated across
It was a comfrom the Convention Canter, just two pletely different atmosphere from asterblocks from Market East Station. This ile mall food court. Instead of being part
huge covered market was originally of a huge corporate enterprise, I felt like
where trains would arrive on the Read- I was truly supporting a small owner-oping Railroad bringing fresh produce from era ted business, an endangered species
the fertile crescent of Lancaster County in America.
to keep the urban Philadelphia-ites from
Everyone I was eating with managed
getting scurvy. Now, Reading Terminal to eat like royalty for less than $6. This
Market is a farmer's market, a food court included dessert, cookies from the 4th
extraordinaire, and a yuppie paradise.
Street bakery. Anyone going to the MarMy first trip to the Market was on a ket must visit this stand, because for
Saturday morning, and I was amazed by about$.80,youcanbuyapieceof heaven.
all of the sights and sounds I encoun- I personally preferred the white chocotered. On one side of the market are late chip walnut cookies, which had some
Amish farmers in traditional dress sell- serious competition from the best oating beautiful vegetables, meats, prepared meal raisin cookies I have ever had.
salads, and other Amish specialties.
TheReadingTerminalMarketisatrue
However,ontheothersideofthemarket Philadelphia legend. It is a convenient
are vendors selling the best gyros in the stop on your way home or to almost
city, gourmet pasta, authentic Philly anywhere in Center City. You leave there
cheese steaks and hoagies, Chinese food, with a warm feeling that even in the city,
raw and cooked seafood, sushi, vegetar- a real farmers' market still exists, with
ian fast food, cappuccino, and just about the excitement of seeing tulips in the
any other type of food you can imagine, winter time, with a full, satisfied stomThese are interspersed with bakeries, ach and a full pocket.
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ARTS AND ENTERTAINMENT
Campus Center Exhibition
of Women Artists
Work by Women Artists: selections
from the William & Uytendale Scott
Memorial Study Collection. Part Two.
featuring sixty-three artists, will be shown
at Bryn Mawr College, Campus Center
Gallery 204, from February 16 through
March 4, noon to 5 pm daily. Admission
is free. The opening reception is Friday,
February 18, from 4 to 6 pm. Please Call
526-5335 for more information.
The Scott Memorial Study Collection
includes contemporary photographs,
pastels, watercolors,drawingsand prints
with one-third of the artists residing in
the Philadelphia area. On exhibit will be
eleven photographs by local photogra-

phers such as Sandy Sorlien and Sarah
Van Keuren. Also included is an ink
drawing by the renowned folk singer
Joan Baez, and works by a variety of
figurative, realist, expressionist, and
abstract artists, such as Ava Blitz, Alice
Trumbull Mason, Joan Mitchell and Jane
Wilson.
The Scott Collection which began as a
small memorial from artist Bill Scott to
his parents in 1991 has grown to over 200
artworks from ongoing gifts of many
artists and their families. It is one of the
largest study collections of contemporary women artists' works currently
assembled.

Margaretta Gilboy (Am. b. 1943) Philadelphia artist. Self Portrait. 1986
Pastel. Scott Memorial Study collection

Come see your
dance teachers
perform!
The Annual Faculty Dance Concert will
be held on Friday, February 18 at 7:30
pm in Goodhart Theater. Admission is
free and all are invited to see the work
of the professional dancers and choreographers who are part of the Bryn
Mawr Dance Program. This year the
performance includes flamenco dance,
Haitian dance, modern dance and live
music. For information, contact the
Dance Program at 526-5208.

WRITE for the College News! We need your opinions,
reviews, anecdotes, and news. This is your paper.

Roseline Granet (French, born 1936) Tree 111. 1992
Ink on Paper. Scott Memorial Study Collection
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The Bi-College Gospel
Choir is still going strong
this year. Rehearsals are
Saturdays from 6 to 8 pm,
i
i in Goodhart classroom B,
i
i and new people are ali
i
ways welcome.
i
i Come to a CONCERT on
i
i
Saturday, February 26:
i
i
6 pm in Founders at
i
■
Haverford.
i
i
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We think falling
snow is bad..
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